NOTES:

1. DETAIL SHOWS AIR-BLOC ALL WEATHER STPE FLUID APPLIED VAPOR PERMEABLE AIR BARRIER AND HENRY 790-11/790-11EV HOT RUBBERIZED ASPHALT TRANSITION. SUBSTRATE SHOWN IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEET (TDS) FOR PRODUCT SPECIFIC ACCEPTABLE SUBSTRATES.

2. RECOMMENDED ADHESIVE/PRIMER FOR HENRY 790-11/790-11EV: HENRY 910-01 ASPHALT PRIMER OR HENRY 930-18 POLYMER MODIFIED ADHESIVE. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEET TO CONFIRM VOC COMPLIANCE.

3. SECURE FLASHING WITH TERMINATION BAR WHEN INSTALLED AT 12" OR GREATER ABOVE DECK.

4. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEET (TDS), GUIDE SPECIFICATION AND INSTALLATION MANUAL FOR INSTALLATION PROCEDURES.